[Pyocyanin reactions with Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells and their fragments].
Pyocyanin added to suspensions of Pseudomonas aeruginosa P changes the structural organization of the cells depending on their physiological characteristics, in particular, the capability to liberate pyocyanin into the cultural broth. Exogenous pyocyanin does not interact with the cells of the parent strain producing the pigment. However, the structure of the isolated cell walls deformed after the fractionation becomes similar, upon contact with pyocyanin, to the structure of the freshly isolated cell walls. The fraction of the cytoplasmic membranes of the parent strain also slightly changes its spatial organization after addition of pyocyanin. The cells of the mutant which do not produce pyocyanin display the ability for structural interaction with exogenous pyocyanin. In contrast, the fraction of their cell walls does not react to addition of the pigment. The cytoplasmic membranes of the mutant interact with pyocyanin in the same manner as the whole cells. These changes caused by pyocyanin always involve certain parts of the molecules. As a result, the following features are observed in their spectra: the absorption at 1475 cm-1 becomes more intensive; the "knee" at the band Amide II is more pronounced in the range of 1500 cm-1; the absorption at 1520 cm-1 decreases as well as the intensity of the band Amide II as a whole. The interaction of pyocyanin with biological objects stems, apparently, from the presence of certain proteins in them since peroxidase was found to respond to pyocyanin in a manner similar to that described for the cells and their fractions.